
New at Fall High Point Market 
Jonathan Charles introduces two new collections -- Icarus and Camden 
-- to their line and adds new introductions to their Artisan, Cosmo, and 
Twist collections.

September 2014 – High Point, NC – Occasional furniture manufacturer Jonathan Charles sources 
exotic antiques as inspiration for their new collections, unveiled at Fall 2014 High Point Market. 
Employing Old World craftsmanship techniques, from marquetry to hand-carved reliefs, the 
artisans at Jonathan Charles preserve the essence of antique furniture while infusing original 
design elements to create striking designs that blend traditional formality and  
modern sensibilities. 

Two new collections, the Icarus and the Camden, will be introduced to Jonathan Charles’ line. 
Inspired by the famous Greek myth, the Icarus Collection features a dramatic brass and wood 
overlay supplemented with gilded feather details, whereas the Camden Collection lends quiet 
elegance with its simplified interpretations of mid 20th century European designs. Comparatively, 
these two collections stand on the opposite ends of the design spectrum but for Jonathan 
Charles, they add another dimension to their expansive portfolio that encapsulates their 
‘modern eclectic’ aesthetic.

About the Designer:
Jonathan Charles Fine Furniture is the vision of Jonathan Sowter, 
an English furniture designer who excels at the art of fine antique
reproduction. Though Jonathan draws inspirations from original antiques
he discovers in his travels, his unique twists create contemporary
translations of vintage treasures. With a keen eye for the smallest details, 
Jonathan employs traditional, hand-crafted techniques to create the most 
visually-stunning and intricate designs. As Jonathan always says,
“It’s all in the detail…” 

Referencing the famous Greek myth, the Icarus collection is a rich tapestry of intricate inlays, 
gilded finishes and bejeweled details. In keeping with its inspiration, hand carved wings are seen 
throughout the collection, paying homage to Daedalus’ craft.

A mix of transitional style with mid 20th century European influences form the foundation of the 
Camden collection. Drawing on iconic designs of the period, each piece combines wood, brass 
and glass to create a crisp, angular silhouette.

Classic Moorish architecture provides the foundation for the Moroccan Collection’s shapely and 
sloped silhouettes. Bone inlays and reededwood carvings add to the collection’s exotic allure. 

Marked by brass and wood styling on tables and inlaid wood and leather pairing on seating, the 
Cosmo Collection feels at once minimalist and provocative, proving the “less is more” theory 
that simple details can be more eye-catching. 

The beauty of the Twist Collection lies in its signature candy stripe-form turned wood legs that 
highlight the elegance of the wood’s striations. Subtle details like mother of pearl drawer pulls 
and strategic veneer placements add nuance to this collection.

Pale washed wood finishes in head-turning shapes and statement hardware define the Artisan 
Collection. Its over scaled proportions evoke both awe and comic relief with  
larger-than-life attributes.
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